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Helping Manx farmers evolve and grow

A last minute rush of applications for the
Countryside Care Scheme resulted in the
vast majority of forms being received
before the deadline of 11th May.  Forms
will be processed over the next six weeks
to ensure the first payment of 50% of the
support is paid during July.

Formal farm inspections will start in July.
However, following several reports of
destruction of habitats, some specific 
visits have already been made and if
appropriate penalties will be considered.

Farmers who feel that their Historic
Entitlement is not a fair reflection of the
support they believe they would have
received had the old schemes remained,

have until 3rd July to make an application
to the National Reserve Fund to have the
value of the Historic Entitlement reviewed. 

Anyone considering an application to the
National Reserve is advised to consider
contacting the Department’s free Advisory
Service first.  The Advisors will be able to
give an opinion as to the merits of an
application.  This is especially important
because where an application fails, the £250
application fee will be lost and the existing
Historic Entitlement could be reduced.

Anyone with outstanding Countryside Care
Scheme issues can contact the Field
Officer team for advice.  Telephone
Knockaloe on 842335.

Countryside Care Scheme: 
All systems go By Ed Clague, Agricultural Policy Manager
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An abundance of Manx food

The Agricultural Services Division’s main
role is to work with the agricultural industry
to develop strategies and policies which will
help to create a reliable, sustainable and
self reliant industry, providing the Manx
nation with a diverse range of food
products including its staple foods.

DAFF will be sponsoring and helping to
celebrate top quality Manx produce at the
following events.  Contact details for any
food producers wishing to attend are below: 

The Queenie Festival (A Manx celebration
of the Sea) at various locations in 
Port Erin and Port St Mary between 
the 29th June and the 5th July – more
information can be obtained at
www.queeniefestival.com or 
Tel: 834494

DAFF Manx Food Fayre and Woodland
Discovery at Garey ny Cloie Gardens, 
Hope Road, St Johns on Tynwald Day,
Monday, 6th July from 2 pm to 5 pm, 
Tel: 450296 or email teare@manx.net

Manx Food Court at the Southern
Agricultural Show, Great Meadow,
Castletown, on the 25th and 26th July.
Tel: 494497 or email sdas@manx.net

Manx Food Court at the Royal Manx
Agricultural Show, Sulby, on the 7th and
8th August. Tel: 801850 or email
royalmanx@manx.net

Isle of Man Food and Drink Festival at the
Villa Marina Gardens on the 26th and 
27th September. Tel: 685856 or email
audrey.fowler@manx.net
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“As we keep hearing, global economies have significantly cooled over the last year.
Fortunately the agricultural sector appears to be avoiding many of the worst effects.”

Phil Gawne, MHK
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Minister’s comments
The Countryside Care Scheme has now
been implemented without too many
hitches and I am grateful to all those
farmers who took the time to ensure that
their forms were correctly filled in and
returned on time. I am very aware that
some aspects seemed quite challenging
and we will continue to try to find ways to
make the application simpler, however, I
trust the subsequent payments help to
justify the time involved.

Over the last few weeks, awareness of the
Scheme among the general public has
increased. Several instances of destruction
of habitats have been reported to the
Department and the incidents are
currently being investigated. It is essential
that the Scheme is demonstrably showing
benefits and therefore Cross-compliance
must be rigorously enforced.  To fail to do
so will destroy the credibility of the
Scheme and jeopardise public and
Tynwald support for its long term funding.

As we keep hearing, global economies
have significantly cooled over the last
year. Fortunately the agricultural sector
appears to be avoiding many of the worst
effects. The Isle of Man’s overall economy
is also still growing, albeit at a slower
rate, and faring better than many other
countries. However, Government revenues
are significantly down and it is inevitable
Government will see more calls from other
sectors of the community to provide
assistance and stimulus.

Over the last three years the Department
has been very successful in not only
providing direct support to farmers, but
also increasingly providing support to other
organisations, such as IOM Meats, the
Creamery, Pure Produce of the Isle of Man
and the “I love Manx” campaign. Our aim
is to help the industry restructure, grow
and ultimately earn more from the market.
To secure similar funding in the future it is
essential that the support already given is
shown to provide measureable benefits and
that the funding has not been used simply
to maintain the status-quo.

I am therefore delighted to see the
significant efforts being made by IOM
Meats to improve returns to its members
by providing a price circa 95% of the UK
price.  Allowing for the addition of
slaughter premiums and especially for
those producers that also provide stock
under contract, it may now be that the
returns achievable by Manx farmers are
significantly ahead of their UK
counterparts. Given falling fertilizer and
cereal prices, profitability for the livestock
finishing sector must be at its highest
since before BSE.

I hope this will go some way to reverse
the increasing trends of live exports, which
are of growing concern to the Department.
Throughput is essential for the plant and
the viability of the infrastructure in the
long term is put at risk by not making use
of it.  In the current financial climate

additional funding from Government to
support an under used plant would
probably need to be found from within the
limited Agricultural Development Fund and
existing DAFF budgets.

The Department is currently working with
the IOM Creameries on the review of the
Dairy sector, which is intended to establish
how best to deliver a sustainable dairy
sector and ensure a profitable future for
our milk producers and processors.

I am excited about the proposals recently
put forward by the pig industry to improve
the productivity of the national pig herd. A
commitment to use better genetics and to
undertake benchmarking is an excellent
example of the industry helping itself.  A
new scheme, which for a limited time will
assist with the cost of pig semen and
deliver technical and benchmarking
assistance from the advisory team, will lead
to long term improved profits in this sector.

Times of change always bring uncertainty
and worry, however, I believe that if we
make time to look at the facts the outlook
for Manx livestock finishers is the most
positive it has been for several years and
that for all sectors, the new Scheme
provides a platform for change which will
suit those prepared to accept the challenge
that farming has always presented.

Hon Phil Gawne MHK
Shirveishagh

Overlooking Port Erin
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Countryside Care Scheme Kim Etherton, Countryside Care Scheme Project Officer

Marown looking towards Onchan

Now that the Scheme is underway, there
are a number of forthcoming deadlines to
take note of – and some Scheme “firsts”
to experience!

Countryside Care Scheme
applications

If you have not already submitted your
Countryside Care Scheme application
form, please do so immediately.
Applications received after 11th May will
result in reduced payments as set out in
the table given in the Farmers Handbook
– Chapter 2, page 10. No payment will be
made on applications received on or after
11th August.  Applications received on
2nd June onwards will result in payments
not being made until October – 25% of
the due amount will be paid then and the
balance paid in April 2010. 

If your application has been received on
time, and is correctly completed, the
Department is still on track to make a first
payment by the end of July – the amount
to expect has been clarified in a recent
letter to all farmers.  Note that, provided
animals are being presented to the
meatplant, headage payments are still
being made but on a monthly basis. 

National Reserve

Applications to the National Reserve
opened on May 4th and will close on 3rd
July.  For this year only, there are 4
categories for applicants to consider: new
entrant, investment in or conversion of
production; participation in Agri-

Environment or other Government funded
conservation schemes and force-majeure
(circumstances beyond your control which
may have had a negative impact on your
business during the Reference Period,
from which Historic Entitlements have
been calculated).  From 2010, the only
remaining category will be new entrants.

The Farmers’ Handbook explains the
criteria which applicants have to meet and
these should be carefully checked.
Applicants who do not take them into
account may lose their £250 fee and,
potentially, find that their Historic
Entitlement is reduced, rather than
increased.   

Applicants must have applied to the
Scheme this year and should take care to
provide documented evidence to support
claims that they would have fared better if
the “old” schemes had stayed in place. 

It is difficult to state how long it will take
to go through all applications as each will
be unique but every effort will be made to
process them as quickly as possible.
Increased payments may not however, be
possible until the October instalment is
made.

Separate businesses

There are a number of circumstances where
the Department will need to be convinced
that businesses are separate, for the
purposes of the Scheme. The Department’s
assessment criteria have been described in
an Additional Information note recently sent

to all farmers. A Separate Businesses
questionnaire is now available from the
Department or can be downloaded from the
website: http://www.gov.im/daff/
countryside_care If in doubt about
whether or not your business
arrangements might fail the Department’s
test, please seek early advice from the
Advisory team on 842335.

Cross Compliance

Inspections are scheduled to begin in
earnest in July unless we receive reports
which trigger one earlier. In future years,
inspections will start much earlier. For
2009 only, the penalties charged for non-
compliance will be halved, to allow
everyone to become accustomed to the
new arrangements – penalties will be
charged at 100% from Scheme Year 2011
onwards. The Department’s inspection
process will be trialled shortly and
scrutinised by an experienced inspector
from another jurisdiction. Whilst
inspections will be rigorous, especially
over the next five years as land mapping
is updated, the aim is to make them
practical and helpful to farmers. They will
help you to better meet the requirements
of the Scheme and its wider aims of high
standards of agricultural practice and
countryside stewardship plus adherence to
existing relevant legislation, particularly
any associated with habitats and wildlife.
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Northern Ireland Organic Dairy production explored
By Chris Kneale Agricultural Adviser

Agricultural Advisor Chris Kneale along with
DAFF political member Brenda Cannell MHK
led a small study tour to Northern Ireland
to further explore the potential of Organic
Milk production. The party also contained
four farmers, Chair of MON Janet Bridle
and Kim Etherton from DAFF. 

With the assistance of David Alexander of
DARD and Rex Humpreys the party visited
3 organic dairy farms, a creamery and
Northern Irelands main grass and clover
testing site. The underlying message from
the farmers, advisers and plant specialists
was that at grass roots level clover is
king. Clover has the potential to deliver up
to 180 units of Nitrogen over the growing
season – it therefore makes financial
sense to sow clover and to look after it.
“Soil is a living resource and needs to be
nurtured to maximise its performance.
Look after your soil and your soil will look
after you” was the overriding message
from all the hosts. Soil fertility was not
the only issue but compaction and water
logging were also potential performance

inhibitors and aeration and sub-soiling
were in regular practice.

The value of slurries and manures was
also highlighted with all the farms having
generous storage capacity to ensure that
the nutrients were applied during the
growing season when utilisation and grass
requirement was at its peak. A mix of
injection and splash plate was utilised
depending on the paddock use. 

A visit to the Agri-food and biosciences
institute (AFBI) provided the group a
sneak preview of how new grass and
clover varieties were performing. As part
of the tour, the grass check and clover
check recording systems were highlighted.
Both systems recorded growth and
performance of both grass and clovers at
various sites across NI and compared
them against predicted growth rates.
Interestingly Clover performed better on
all the organic sites with increased clover
content and improved performance than
their conventional counterparts. 

The potential of organic farming to not only
satisfy a market demand for local liquid milk
appears to be there for the taking but 
many of the practices utilised by organic
producers could actually be easily adopted
by conventional producers improving
production and profits, becoming, without
realising it, closer to organic than they 
may dare to acknowledge!  

Amendments to the Organic Farming Scheme 2004
By Kim Etherton, Countryside Care Scheme Project Officer

To help farmers with the transition to an
organic production system, including meeting
the cost of accreditation, the Department is
proposing to increase the amount paid per
year to an organic unit as follows:

Year 1: from £300 to £1000

Years 2 & 3: from £200 to £900

In addition, the sum of £600 would be paid
for two additional years. 

Further proposed amendments include
adding horticulture to the list of farming
enterprises to be supported by this Scheme
and some amendments of definitions to bring
the Scheme into line with the new
Countryside Care Scheme.

The proposals were put out to consultation
from 6th April to 5th May and the process
has not given rise to further changes. The
intention is therefore to submit the proposals
to the July sitting of Tynwald. 

For advice on organic farming systems,
please contact the Advisory team on
842495 and for Scheme application 

forms, please contact the Support
Schemes team on 687304.

Aberdeen Angus Bull

The above photograph was taken by Geoff Taggart and
shows Hugh Reid at the front of the photo from
Dundermotte Farm, Co Antrim. 

From left to right (back): Janet Bridle,  Manx dairy
farmers Derek Cain and David Collister; (middle)
Brenda Cannell MHK, Kim Etherton DAFF, Chris Kneale
DAFF, Manx dairy farmer Dougie Coole and David
Alexander, Advisor with Department of Agriculture and
Rural Development, Northern Ireland.



A very small amendment to the Young
Farmers Setting Up Aid Scheme which, if
approved, would temporarily raise the
eligibility age to less than 42 years of age,
from the current less than 40 years of
age, will be discussed at Tynwald in June.
It will bring the definition of a Young
Farmer within the Scheme in line with the
definition of a Young Farmer in the Farm
and Horticultural Improvement Scheme.

The purpose of the amendment is to
ensure anyone who delayed starting up a
business, due to the debate on the future
agricultural support structures is not
disadvantaged. From April 2010 the
definition of a Young Farmer will revert to
less than 40 years of age.
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Young Farmers Setting-up Aid Scheme 
By Ed Clague, Agricultural Policy Manager

Cross Friesian beef suckler cows with calves

Over the past 3 to 4 years there has been a
steady but significant shift in the balance of
power between suppliers and retailers, to
the point that in many sectors, UK farmers
are now starting to get a fairer deal for the
food that they produce.  Whereas no
comparable figures are produced in the Isle
of Man, the figures may act as a barometer
for the Manx environment.

There are many possible reasons for this,
the most prevalent of which include an
increasing world population and demand
for food; increasing demand for higher
value foods and meats from emerging
economies such as China and South East
Asia in general; static,
and in some cases
declining levels of food
production; and more
recently, in specific
relation to food in the
Sterling (£) zone, the
weakening of the pound
making it easier to
export, and more
expensive to import
products from elsewhere.

This currency effect has perhaps been
most marked in the sheep sector, where
UK sheepmeat prices have reached
unprecedented levels at the end of 2008
and into spring of 2009.

As can be seen from the graph below, the
proportion of pig meat price that is
returned to producers in the UK is lower
than for beef or sheep, and has remained
fairly static over time.  

Both beef and sheepmeat have however
seen a significant shift in retail price spread
over the past 3 years, most obviously in
sheep, where producers were receiving

55% of the retail price, compared with just
42% 3 years ago.  This is in combination
with the fact that retail prices have been
rising over the period too.  As such, as well
as there being a better price for both beef
and sheepmeat, the proportion returned to
producers is also significantly better.
Whether pig meat prices will follow this
trend remains to be seen however.

In the short to medium term, where
sheepmeat prices have continued to
strengthen, and beef remains strong also
it is hoped that farmers will continue to
see a fairer proportion of final retail price.
Given all of the previously mentioned
factors of declining food supply, increasing
demand, and the weakness of the pound
currency, this seems likely.  Given that a
large proportion of Manx produce is sold
in the UK marketplace, Manx farmers
should also be feeling the benefits of this
fundamental shift in the balance of power
between producer and retailer.

Significant Shift in Farmer’s Share of  
Red Meat Retail Price By Andrew Macdonald, SAC Senior Agricultural Adviser

Data from MLC
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In the middle of March this year the
Advisory Service along with DAFF field
officers held the first Beef and Sheep
Focus event of 2009 at Knockaloe.  Given
that it was probably the first decent warm
and dry day of the year, it was all the
more pleasing that 30 farmers made the
time to come and see what was
happening on the farm.  

Key highlights of the afternoon, were
topics such as the fertility benchmarking
work carried out by Chris Kneale, and
improvements in the suckler cow herd
management achieved by Mike Caley and
Nick Robson.  By making inroads into
tightening up the calving period, and only
keeping productive cows on the farm, it is
expected that the same number of calves
will be reared in spring 2009 as 2008, but
the farm has gone from buying in silage in
2007/08, to selling a surplus in 2008/09, 
a net gain to the farm of over £5,000 for
the year.

The value of knowing the quality of silage,
and how to make best use of it was also

illustrated with a demonstration showing
the weight gains of steers on an average
quality silage compared with a good quality
material.  This demonstration will follow
the cattle throughout the grazing season,
where early indications are that the cattle
fed with a good quality silage have
continued to gain more weight post turnout
than those on an average quality silage.

As a contrast to the low gain store diets
on silage followed by early turnout to
grass, we also looked at more intensive
systems where steers were being fed on a
barley based diet, and were expected to
be sold at just over 12 months of age.

We also had a chance to look at a
trial/demonstration which didn’t work out
as planned.  In common with many other
farmers in 2008, Knockaloe suffered with
the very wet summer and autumn, and
the fodder rape intended for outwintering
cattle failed to come to sufficient crop
volume, most likely as a result of late
sowing and very wet soil post sowing.
This exemplified how key it is to know

what winter fodder is likely to be
available, and what contingencies are
available in the event of crop failures.

Some of the other highlights of the day
were alternative crops in the form of Short
Rotation Coppice as a biofuel, and milling
wheat (alternative for a livestock farm!),
plans for zero nitrogen red clover and
grass silage crops; an extension of the
Loaghtan cross sheep trial and
demonstration; and using AI to get the
very best heifer replacements for the
suckler herd amongst others.

All of the farmers who attended the event
thoroughly enjoyed it, as well as hopefully
being given a few prompts to pause for
thought about their own farming systems.
You will be able to see for yourself what’s
happening at Knockaloe at the next Beef
and Sheep event the Autumn of 2009. In
the meantime, if you have any queries
about your own farming system, please
call either Andy Macdonald or Chris Kneale
at Knockaloe on 01624 695726.

Continued Innovation and Demonstration at Knockaloe
Beef and Sheep Focus Event 18th March 2009
By Andrew Macdonald, SAC Senior Agricultural Adviser

Good progress continues to be made on
the new headquarters building. The
steelwork beams and columns at ground
and first floor are complete as is the
concrete first floor. The timber ground
floor joists and insulation have been
installed. Week beginning 27th April has
seen the arrival of some of the
glulaminated timber in relation to the
single storey section of the building. 
Over the next two months the erection 
of the glulaminated timber and wall
panels are programmed.

Thie Slieau
Whallian
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Bluetongue Update By Stuart Jaques, Veterinary Officer

Import Policy

Despite the facts that Bluetongue has
become well established in Europe, and
infected animals have been repeatedly
imported into Great Britain, we have
remained free of the disease. The
Department will continue its strict controls
on imports and advises farmers to buy all
their replacement stock locally wherever
possible. Please note: all imports are
blood-tested within three days of landing
– virus positive animals will be destroyed
without compensation.

Illegal Vaccines?

The appearance of more strains of
Bluetongue in Europe is a cause for serious
concern; unfortunately, some appear

extremely similar to vaccine strains used
outside the EU, which raises the possibility
that animals are being illegally vaccinated
with modified live vaccines. The use of
such vaccines is potentially very dangerous,
because they could generate a new form of
Bluetongue for which there is no vaccine!
Do not be tempted to use vaccines here: it
is unlawful, unnecessary, and will
undermine our efforts to stay outside the
controlled zone.

Milk testing

Owing to the appearance of these new
strains that usually circulate in cattle first,
without showing any signs until the virus
reaches sheep, the Division is going to
start taking random bulk milk samples to

monitor the national herd for all strains of
Bluetongue; this may provide an early
warning should infected midges arrive.
Additionally, the information generated
from the survey will support our case to
stay out of the control zone for as long as
possible; avoiding the significant annual
costs of vaccination: £1-2 per animal

The Future

The Division will keep actively monitoring
the situation; the placing of further import
controls by DEFRA on animals arriving in
GB from mainland Europe is welcome.
Should the disease advance in Great
Britain, we will discuss the potential
consequences with the industry and
advise accordingly.

The Department is seeking to improve the
efficiency of processing and delivering orders
for corral timber.

With this in mind the window for ordering
timber will be open on the 11th of May and
run until the 12th of June 2009.  The timber
will be available in log form (and subject to
demand) at a cost of £30.68 per tonne.
Once the order window closes the Forestry,
Amenity & Lands Division will commence
felling with the aim of deliveries being
complete to farms during September.

Individuals will need to make their own
arrangements to have the timber chipped to
the correct specification.  

To place an order please contact the Sawmill
at St. John’s on 695719.

Cattle Corral Timber By Andrew Sidebottom, Director of Forestry, Amenity and Lands

Countryside Care Scheme Appeals Committee
By Kim Etherton, Countryside Care Scheme Project Officer

The Department has not so far had to
convene a meeting of this Committee to
consider a Stage 2 appeal but it now has a
number of people to call upon, if and when
this proves necessary.  The members are:

Mr R Kinrade, Ballaquine Farm; Mr RH
Kermeen, Ballacraine Farm; Mrs C Kermode,
Orrisdale Farm; Mr G Taggart, Upper Billown

Farm; Mr D Kemeen, Ballaterson and Mr D
Longworth, Foxdale.

The members have a wealth of experience
of the farming industry, including as tenants
and landowners, involvement in all sectors of
the industry, as a Chief Agricultural Officer or
as a Crown Officer.  

The Department is grateful to all members
for volunteering to join the Committee.
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DAFF are pleased to announce the ‘Manx
Food Fayre and Woodland Discovery’ day to
be held on Tynwald Day, 6th July from 2
p.m. to 5 p.m. at the Garey ny Cloie
Gardens, St Johns. This event will be
repeated after the resounding success of
last year’s event, where thousands of people
visited to find out more about local produce.  

A variety of stall holders and exhibitors
will be present on the day including: IOM
Meats, IOM Creameries, T & P Kermeen
Butchers, Island Seafare, Staarvey Farm,
Bryan Radcliffe Veg, Island Sheepskin,
Davison’s Ice Cream, Ard Jerkyll Catering
and B & M Catering plus many more.  

There will also be a cooking theatre run
by Kathryn Sentence from Relish Cookery
School with the following guest speakers:
Pentti Christian - Brassica Foods,  Tim
Croft - Island Seafare, Kathy Neale -
Greeba Farm Mushrooms, Joan Mowat -
Tanroagan Restaurant and Allison Radcliffe
- Laxey School recipe book.  

Other attractions will include:

• The Cool Seas Roadshow will be
bringing a selection of life size marine

animals including a 9m basking shark,
a Risso’s dolphin and a leatherback
turtle to bring the public face to face
with some of the amazing marine
wildlife we have all around the Isle of
Man.  Children will be able to learn
about where they can see some of the
animals, how they can help protect
marine wildlife and contribute to local
conservation projects.

• A guided walk will commence at 2.30
p.m. from Garey ny Cloie Gardens.
(Children who complete the walk win a
prize).  This walk will take
approximately 1 hour.

• The new eco-friendly DAFF HQ can be
viewed from the adjacent river.

• The Sawmill will also be open offering
for sale a wide range of local timber
products and there will be guided tours
around the Sawmill.

• Displays from various divisions to
include Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry
and Wildlife. 

• Wildflowers of Mann will be opening
their new nursery.  The nursery is
opposite St Johns Football Club and
about half way between Forestry HQ
and Tynwald Hill.  There will be lots to
see with information boards, guided
tours and sales tables. 

• It is also the 30th Anniversary of
Tynwald National Park 1979 – 2009.  A
guided walk of the Arboretum will take
place at 12 noon to view the various
display boards. This walk will take
approximately 1 1/2 hours. 

This event now links Manx food to our
national day, so please come along and
enjoy this special day.  You could decide to
relax in the shade while listening to live
music and Manx dancing at the bandstand.

DAFF Manx Food Fayre and Woodland Discovery 
- “Eat, Learn, Enjoy” By Audrey Fowler, Marketing Officer 

Isle of Man Food and Drink Festival to be launched
By Audrey Fowler, Marketing Officer

The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry and the Department of
Tourism and Leisure are teaming up to
introduce an exciting new event to help
promote local produce on Island. The Isle
of Man Food and Drink Festival is due to
take place this year on the 26th and 27th
September and promises to be a weekend
of gastronomic delights.

Minister for Agriculture, Phil Gawne MHK
said: ‘The Isle of Man Food and Drink
Festival has been organised with the aim
to increase the demand for local produce
and helping to encourage a diverse and
sustainable economy. The festival will be a
platform for local producers and will help
them to raise their reputation both on and
off the Island.’ 

‘The festival will also help our local
producers, processors and retailers to
develop and maintain a consumer led
focus to their business. Food trends have

seen a move towards local produce and
people are more aware than ever of the
benefits of buying locally. I believe that
the Isle of Man has fantastic fresh
produce to offer and I hope that this
festival will help to generate more interest
for our local producers.’

Martyn Quayle MHK, Minister for Tourism
and Leisure said: ‘This event is an
important part of our efforts to promote
Manx produce and provide an important
dimension to increase our visitors’
enjoyment. Interest in the event has been
staggering and a number of organisations
have shown interest in holding fringe
events in the lead up to the weekend which
will be confirmed in the coming weeks.’ 

The main event will take place in the Villa
Marina where the festival will take over the
gardens and parts of the main building for
the entire weekend. On Friday the 25th
there will be a launch party taking place at

the Villa Marina to open the festival. Two
large marquees will be erected in the
gardens and will be home to a Manx Food
Live Theatre where local chefs will be
holding demonstrations and presentations
throughout the weekend. There will also
be an exhibitors’ marquee which will house
a range of local producers and retailers, a
farmers’ market underneath the colonnade
and an arts and crafts area in the new
arcade. As well as all this there will be a
picnic area with entertainment and a
restaurant serving fresh Manx produce
throughout the weekend. 

Exhibitors are due to be announced soon
along with the fringe event calendar. If
there is anybody interested in becoming
involved in the festival please contact:
audrey.fowler@gov.im or call 685856
(DAFF) or kim.kneen@gov.im or call
686846 (DTL)
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French Connection Lessons from the “Isle of Wisdom”

The opening of Callow’s Yard later this
year is offering farmers a fantastic
opportunity to take advantage of the new
freedom offered by decoupling. 

As the catering manager I’d like to urge
producers to get in touch with me if they
think they can produce food to sell to us
directly. I want to cut out the middleman
and buy food straight from the people
who grow it. 

We’re after local veg, fruit, meat, fish,
cheeses, and much more. Our main
entrance will open onto a courtyard
surrounded by shops, cafes and apartments,
where we’ll be hosting entertainments and
perhaps even farmers’ markets in the future.
There’ll also be delis, a bakery, and a fresh
fish and specialist meat counter in the
Callow’s Yard shops that open onto Malew
Street and Arbory Street.

Agriculture Minister Phil Gawne told me,
‘Callow’s Yard is offering the chance for
local producers to deal directly with the
chef, to expand and try growing different
foods. With the single farm payment in
place farmers are free to try something
new in an effort to capture a fresh market
and earn more money.’

What about producing specialist farmhouse
cheeses or goats’ cheese, chutneys,
chocolates, butter pats, or quail’s eggs?
Can you grow specialist spuds or funky
veg? Are there rare breed meats you can 

start producing for our delis and cafes?
Could you produce table-class rapeseed oil,
or foreign foods like yam that might grow
well in our climate? We want local food
sold out of every outlet – wherever and
whenever it’s possible. So, if you can
supply great asparagus for two weeks of
the year, we want to sell it – if you have
strawberries available in June, we want sell
them in June, and not December.

To achieve this vision I need your help.
Without the support of local producers we
won’t be able to source Manx food, which
would be a great pity and a missed
opportunity. We expect to have hundreds
of customers each day wanting to buy
food made with Manx farm ingredients.
So, whatever you’ve got – do please give
me a call. Telephone: Office 822046,
Callow’s Yard 820030 or email
carl.haworth@callowsyard.com

Callow’s Yard – calling all farmers! By Carl Haworth, Catering Manager

Greeba Farm has struck an initial two-year
consultancy deal with a French agricultural
entrepreneur to develop a mushroom
business in Brittany.

The connection was established following
an article in the international journal
Mushroom Business last year. The story of
how Mark and Kathy Irwin have expanded
their production since arriving here in
November 2005, led farmer Anne Gragnic
to visit them and tap into Mark’s
knowledge. She was also impressed by
the strong local branding of Greeba Farm,
the hard work of marketer Kathy.

Anne’s aim is to create a small family run
organic mushroom farm, supplying well
established networks of organic associations
and the Becoop network of organic retailers.

Lessons from the I Love Manx campaign
have also inspired her in her own plans to
build a ‘buy local’ brand whilst developing
a sustainable, future proof farm.

Organic mushroom farming was chosen for
several sound agribusiness reasons; firstly it
uses little land.  Secondly she can tap into an
existing route to market (with a consumer
base of 4 million) providing a product that is
currently not being fulfilled by a regional
supplier, and thirdly and perhaps most
importantly she “loves mushrooms!”

Mushrooms are an interesting product for
farming in the future. Although growing

them requires relatively high people
inputs, other inputs such as energy and
chemicals can be minimised with a little
ingenuity. Her business plan is geared to
existing unused buildings on a
neighbouring pig farm, with four growing
rooms planned initially. The pig farmer has
installed a methane bio-gas unit providing
fuel to run a steam boiler that will be
utilised to cook out the mushroom crop at
the end of the cycle, grown on imported
compost from the UK. The bio-gas unit
will also provide hot water to heat the
growing rooms. This system will allow her
to avoid dependence upon chemicals and
enable her organic certification. 

Already Mark’s knowledge and contacts
have saved her several thousand Euros
and he has helped her to rethink her
plans using appropriate technology.
Having acted as an international
consultant to mushroom growers and
composters for 15 years, prior to coming
to the Island, and several years working
for a variety of mushroom farms, Mark is
well placed to offer support.

She sums up her visit by saying: “When I
found Greeba Farm I knew this was the
place... for me this place has become the
Isle of Wisdom.”

Commenting on this French connection
Howard Quayle, President of the Manx
NFU said: “Our main aim was always to
get people to think local first. Greeba
Farm is a prime example of a specialist
local producer of top quality food and I’m
delighted that they are proving
inspirational to farmers further afield.”

Phil Gawne DAFF Minister added: “It is
great to hear another good news story
about our quality Manx food. Greeba Farm
has worked extremely hard to build its
business and create a strong brand with the
backing of the I Love Manx initiative. I am
particularly encouraged by innovators, such
as Anne, who are developing sustainable
farming practises for the future.” 

To find out more about Greeba Farm and
its products, mushroom growing and the
work of the I Love Manx campaign use
the links below:

www.greebafarm.co.im
www.mushroombusiness.com
www.ilovemanx.org

Mark Irwin and Anne Gragnic
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New starter in Agricultural Services Division 

Julie Cannell leaves Animal Health Division
It is with regret that we announce that
Julie (Jules) Cannell has been advised to
take early retirement on health grounds.
Jules left Animal Health Division on the
13th February. 

Most of you will be unaware that Jules
has served an outstanding 29 years in
DAFF – taking her back into the realms of
pre-history with the then Board of
Agriculture! All the officers of Animal
Health, both past and present, have
benefited greatly from Jules’ experience.

Prior to taking up her post she worked for
the Income Tax Division for seven years
giving a total service record of 36 years.

Jules said “I’m looking forward to this new
chapter in my life, a chance to slow down
the pace a bit and do some of those
things I never seem to get around to in
the past.  These will include a bit of
gardening, a bit of cooking and a lot of
frolicking with Stanley the Dog!!!

Everyone in DAFF wishes Jules a long and
happy retirement. 

With the introduction of the
Countryside Care Scheme
this is a critical time for the
Agricultural Services
Division and we are very
pleased to welcome a new

member of staff. ANGELA LEAVEY will be
joining the Department on 5th May and will
work alongside Paul Reid and Frank Harrison
in the Administration of the Support
Schemes as an Administrative Officer. 

A few words of introduction ….

Hi, I’m Angela Leavey, nee Spicer,  I am
34 and live with my husband Peter (a
Joiner), my stepson Ryan and my manic
12 month old dog (called Furious).  

We live in the Post Office in St John’s, my
Mum runs the shop/post office and I
assist with the books and occasional
weekend shop work; I also do the books
for Peter’s Joinery business.  

My work experience includes amongst
other things; the last 3 years as a PA in a
Bank, 13 years looking after children and
adults with mental and/or physical
disabilities, working with Young Offenders,
working at the Isle of Man Wildlife Park
and the Australian National Circus, so I
am well experienced shovelling… 

I am really looking forward to joining DAFF
and learning more about the Island’s
agriculture and working with the community.  

Do u want up
2 date txt info
4 ur farm?*

Pest warnings

Disease warnings

Animal Health alerts

Notice of meetings and events

Important deadline reminders

If you would like to register for Farm Text for appropriate
areas of interest in:

Beef and Sheep
Business
Crops
Conservation
Dairy

Then please indicate your preference and forward your
mobile number to: 

DAFF Agricultural Advisory Service, 
Knockaloe, Patrick, Isle of Man  IM5 3AJ   

Tel 01624 842335 
www.gov.im/daff

Register your mobile phone number NOW for FREE.  
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DAFF wishes to remind the public that
they should contact the Department
before felling trees or undertaking any
work on registered trees. 

Generally, trees having a trunk diameter
greater than 8 cm (3 in.) measured at a
point 152 cm (5 ft) above ground level
must be licensed by the Department if
they are to be felled. There are exceptions
to this rule and fruit trees, dead trees and
trees planted as commercial coniferous
woodland do not usually need a licence to
be felled. Also, no permit is needed to
remove or prune limbs; or to reduce the
overall height of any tree provided it is
not Registered. Registration confers a
greater level of protection on a tree than

that afforded by the general provisions of
the Tree Preservation Act 1993 and is the
Manx equivalent of a UK Tree Preservation
Order (TPO).

If the tree in question is Registered,
regardless of size or species, no work of
any kind can be undertaken without
specific written approval from this
Department; or the Department of Local
Government and the Environment in the
case of trees which have to be removed
to allow building development. 

The Tree Register contains details of trees
which are considered to be visually
important, either as individuals or as
groups. It is maintained at the
Department’s St John’s Offices and can be

inspected on request at any time during
the normal working week.  If you are a
tree owner, or you work with trees, it is as
well to be acquainted with the relevant
legislation as the penalties for illegal tree
felling and limbing can be severe with
fines of up to £20,000 per tree.

Public Reminded about undertaking work on 
Island’s trees By Peter Williamson, Senior Forester, Forestry, Amenity and Lands Division

Respect, Protection and Enjoy the Island’s Countryside
By Graeme Watson, Access & Recreation Officer, Forestry, Amenity and Lands Division

With the arrival of spring and its longer,
milder days, people have been out and
about enjoying the Island’s countryside.
The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry is keen to support
responsible recreation on its public land
and actively promotes the Countryside
Code with its message to Respect, Protect
and Enjoy our beautiful landscapes. 

However, in order to prevent unnecessary
damage to property, certain activities are
not permitted.  In particular, the public
are advised that camping, the lighting of
fires or driving vehicles without permission
on any of the Department’s hills or in its
plantations, glens, parks and open spaces
is strictly forbidden.  Offenders may be
prosecuted under the Forestry Act 1984.

There are many opportunities to explore
the Department’s estate.  For further
information on where you can go and
what you can do, please contact the
Forestry, Amenity, Lands Division, 
St. Johns Tel: 801263 or visit the
Welcome Centre at the Sea Terminal in
Douglas Tel: 686766.

Danger! Sheep on road!!!
By Police Inspector Derek Flint, Northern Neighbourhood Policing Team

We are having a real increase in calls for
service from the public, reporting sheep
loose on the roads. 

Back in 2004, this was a particular
problem in the North of the Island, and
after a bit of work, we went from over a
hundred calls per year, to just a few.
Unfortunately, things have crept up again. 

I am sure that I don’t need to remind you
of the importance of having secure stock
fencing. Not only is there a very real road
safety issue, but these woolly beasts are
your livelihood too, and each one that is
hurt or killed means more expense for you. 

Enforcement action is really a last resort,
and I hope this timely reminder to
yourselves, wherever you are in the
Island, to make sure your stock cannot
wander on the highway unless they are
under your close supervision! 

Your co-operation will free up literally
hundreds of policing hours a year spent
responding to calls, which are a precious
resource.  Contact Ramsey Police Station
Tel: 812234 or email derek.flint@gov.im
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Market Trends By Chris Kneale, Agricultural Adviser 
Details of how the graphs have been calculated can be found at: www.gov.im/daff/News/agricultural.xml   

Figures published by DEFRA in January revealed
farm incomes in the UK for 2008 had risen,
showing that total income from farming per
head rose by 42%, in real terms to £18,185.
The increased input costs during 2008 were
outweighed by an increase in the value of
output of 26%. Whereas no comparable figures
are produced in the Isle of Man, the DEFRA
figures can act as a barometer for the Manx
farming economy. Margins in 2009 will be assisted
by the continued lower fuel prices and an easing
of fertilizer prices. Nitrogen on the wholesale
market is now at a two year low and compound
fertiliser prices continue on a downward tread.

Cattle. With cattle prices ahead of this time
last year by 20% and the recent announcement
by IoM Meats to reward clean beef to the tune
of 95% of UK prices, the price gap between UK
and IoM looks set to tighten. The outlook for

red meat continues to look positive with any
decline in consumer spending being more than
off-set by a tight supply of red meat on the
market.  When DAFF’s headage rates and
contract bonuses are taken into consideration,
beef production in particular must be at its
most profitable since before BSE and well
ahead of producer returns in the rest of the UK.

Lamb. The season is off to a flyer with this
week’s prices some 80pkg or 23% ahead of the
same time last year, and showing few signs of
peaking yet, although we should remember
that as intake numbers increase the price 
usually starts to ease back. Global flock
numbers look to be declining and this 
can only help to firm prices further. Cull ewe
prices in the UK are also at a high and
ironically look set to help reduce the UK
national flock. Good news for lamb producers.

Pig. The Manx and GB prices continue to
record consecutive week- on-week price rises.
Manx prices remain slightly ahead of GB, IoM
prices are 23.5p/kg (20%) ahead of this time
12 months ago and should continue to firm
going forward. 

Milk. Milk prices continue to be volatile as
global prices for both liquid milk and cheese
suffer from a reported oversupply, UK supply is
at its lowest for 3 decades. IoM milk price is
down by 2.56p/litre from this time last year,
although similar prices were paid last May.
Some price stability would go a long way to
building confidence, the MDC suggest that UK
& EU prices have done so. However prices
traditionally appear to improve from May
onwards, are milk producers just sitting at 
the bottom of the next rainbow?

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Rose House, 51 – 59 Circular Road, Douglas IM1 1AZ

Telephone: 685835  Fax: 685851 e-mail: daff@gov.im Web: www.gov.im/daff

If you would prefer to receive an electronic link, rather than paper copies through the post, 
please let Frank Harrison know by phoning 687304 or email frank.harrison@gov.im


